Abstract-This paper studies the complexity of finding costoptimal communication trees for rooted, irregular gather and scatter collective communication operations in fully connected, one-ported communication networks under a linear, but not necessarily homogeneous transmission cost model. In the irregular gather and scatter problems, different processors may specify data blocks of possibly different sizes. Processors are numbered consecutively, and data blocks shall be collected or distributed from some (given) root processor. Data blocks from and to processors can be combined into larger segments consisting of multiple blocks; but individual data blocks cannot be split.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collective gather and scatter operations play a role in many parallel applications for distributing or collecting data between a single (root) process and (a subset of) the other processes in the application. Gather and scatter operations are therefore included as collective operations in most interfaces and languages for parallel and distributed computing, notably in MPI [9] , but for instance also in PGAS languages and frameworks like UPC++ [6] , [14] , and Global Arrays [10] . In the gather and scatter problems, a single process or thread in a set of processes or threads is to either collect data blocks from or distribute data blocks to all other processes or threads (possibly excluding the process or thread itself). While good algorithms for the regular variants of the problems where all data blocks have the same size are known for many types of communication networks under different communication models [3] , this is much less the case for the irregular variants where different processes or threads may contribute blocks of different sizes.
This paper contributes to clarify the complexity of finding optimal communication schemes for the irregular gather and scatter problems, under specific communication network assumptions that in this particular context may serve as a useful enough first approximation to real interconnects and communication fabrics. We distinguish between two constraints on problems and algorithms. We assume that processes or threads are numbered consecutively; each process or thread has a rank between 0 and p − 1 where p is the number of processes or threads in the set performing the gather or scatter operation. In the interfaces mentioned above, data blocks at the singled-out root process are assumed to be stored in rank order. In the ordered gather and scatter problems, all processes or threads receive or send only consecutive segments of data blocks from and to other processes in rank order, that is data blocks for all process ranks i, i + 1, . . . , j for some i and j. This can have the advantage that processes or threads that have to send blocks further on do not have to perform possibly costly, local reorderings of these blocks. In the unordered problems this constraint is dropped, processes in the communication scheme are allowed to send or receive segments of blocks that are not necessarily consecutive, in any order. This can possibly lead to shorter gather or scatter times, but may require local reordering of blocks at some processes. In the corresponding communication trees for ordered problems, all subtrees are built over consecutive ranges of process ranks, whereas for unordered problems, subtrees may be built over arbitrary, disjoint subsets of process ranks. We define these versions more precisely in the following.
We study the problems under a linear transmission cost model. Processors (that execute the threads or processes) can communicate pairwise, and both are involved during the whole transmission of (a batch of) data blocks. Communication is single-ported, a processor can be involved in at most one transmission at any given time. The cost of a transmission is determined by a start-up latency and a cost per unit. We do not assume that communication costs are homogeneous throughout the system, though, instead different pairs of processors (that could for instance belong to the same or to different nodes of a large system) may have different latencies and costs per unit. By this, we can model non-interfering point-to-point communication in arbitrary communication networks.
The goal is to find communication schemes that lead to the overall shortest possible completion times. In the gather problem, data blocks are sent from the non-root processes or threads towards the root following some path of intermediate processes or threads (that may be empty); we allow intermediate processes or threads to gather larger segments of data blocks, but blocks cannot be split. Sending larger segments consisting of more than one data block in a single communication operation can save communication start-up latencies. Optimal communication schemes are therefore trees: Completion time cannot be improved by sending a data block multiple times through different paths.
The contributions of the paper are the following:
• For any given gather or scatter problem, we show that optimal (fastest) communication trees for the ordered problems can be found in polynomial time by a simple, dynamic programming algorithm running in O(p 3 ) operations for the homogeneous cost case, and in O(p 4 ) operations in the general, non-homogeneous case.
• We also show that optimal, binary communication trees can be computed by the same dynamic programming approach; all algorithms extend easily to the related problems of broadcast and reduction of data blocks (vectors).
• While the high, polynomial running time makes these algorithms uninteresting for practical uses (unless the same gather/scatter problems have to be solved many, many times) we experimentally show that a simple, ⌈log p⌉ communication round, bottom up algorithm can achieve almost as good results; this algorithm is indeed practical (and has been implemented for MPI libraries) [13] .
• Finally, we show that the unordered problems are NPhard; in our experiments we also evaluate a previously proposed heuristic and show that it only in few cases yields any improvement over the ordered solutions. While none of the technical results are particularly difficult, they do not seem to have been observed before. The positive contribution is that the simple, bottom up, distributed algorithm proposed for the ordered irregular gather and scatter problems [13] is shown to yield communication trees that are indeed very close to the optimum, and should therefore suffice in all practical cases; these trees can be computed in a logarithmic number of communication rounds, and impose very little overhead over the gathering or scattering of the data blocks.
Results on the gather and scatter problems and corresponding collective communication operations can be found scattered over the literature. Standard algorithms for the regular problems that are indeed used in most MPI library implementations, under a homogeneous, linear transmission cost model are folklore, and can be found in [3] . Approaches to the irregular problems for MPI can be found in, e.g., [5] , [12] , [13] . Algorithms and implementation for the regular problems for MPI and UPC were implemented and analyzed in [8] . More theoretical papers consider the problems in a different setting, e.g., that of finding communication schedules for given trees [1] .
II. THE MODEL AND THE PROBLEMS
For the now we leave concrete interfaces like MPI aside (we will return to some specific issues in later remarks), and define models and problems in terms of processors carrying out communication operations.
We consider parallel, distributed memory systems with p processors, ranked consecutively from 0 to p − 1. We assume the system to be fully connected such that each processor can communicate directly with any other processor. Communication is single-ported meaning that a processor can be engaged in at most one communication operation at a time. Full bidirectional communication may be allowed, but will be of no help here. Communication costs are assumed to be linear, but not necessarily homogeneous. More precisely, the cost of transmitting a message of m units from processor i to processor j will be modeled as α ij + β ij m where a ij is a start-up latency for the communication and β ij a cost per unit transmitted. For simplicity, we assume network communication costs to be symmetric, that is α ij = α ji and β ij = β ji for all processors i, j. Dealing with asymmetric costs (directed networks) would pose no new problems for the following, but make the exposition unnecessarily tedious. Both processors i and j are assumed to be involved throughout the whole transmission, and can do nothing else during that time. Processors operate asynchronously (but are not otherwise preempted). For the analysis we will assume only that processors all start at the same time. During the execution of a communication scheme delays may be incurred by processors not yet ready to engage in communication; optimal algorithms will minimize the overall effects of such delays. Note that under the asynchronous model, the information dissemination lower bound argument from round-based, synchronous models of ⌈log 2 p⌉ communication rounds [2] does not apply. Optimal gather and scatter trees may well have a root degree smaller than ⌈log 2 p⌉.
The non-homogeneous cost model allows modeling any sparse network topology by taking latency α ij = ∞ between processor pairs i and j that are not immediately connected in the network. The model cannot account for communication congestion in such networks, though. In such sparse networks, there may not be feasible solutions to the ordered gather and scatter (and broadcast) problems. In order to guarantee feasible solutions in all cases, instead α ij and β ij can be chosen so as to reflect the cost of routing a message between processors i and j.
We may additionally assume an additional processor local cost for copying m units from one local buffer to another communication buffer of γ i m for processor i. For instance, sending a larger segment of data blocks may only be permitted if all blocks reside in a contiguous communication buffer, and that may necessitate a copy of a processor's own block into this communication buffer. Likewise, local copy costs can be incurred if received blocks have to be permuted into some specific order required by the algorithm. If such local copy costs can be ignored, we can take γ i = 0. This local copy cost can be incurred at different points in a gather or scatter algorithm. Here, we assume that local copies are done either before the actual gather or scatter communication, by all processors in parallel (each locally copies its own block), or just before a processor sends a segment of blocks further on. We will also pose the restriction that γ i ≤ β ij (for any j), otherwise there could be cases where it pays off to send a block to some other processor and later receive it back. This is not likely to be an option on real systems, and we therefore prevent such algorithms.
The irregular gather and scatter problems are the following. Each processor is given a data block of m i units stored locally in a communication buffer. A root processor r, 0 ≤ r < p is likewise given (this is the normal case in all current parallel programming interfaces); alternatively, the root r could be chosen by the gather or scatter algorithm (we will consider both variants). The irregular gather problem is to collect all p blocks consecutively in rank order at processor r, that is in a large block of size m 0 +. . .+m r−1 +m r +m r+1 +. . .+m p−1 (in MPI, the actual placement of blocks can be controlled by giving an explicit offset for each block at the root process; the internal structure of blocks can likewise be controlled via MPI derived datatypes; other interfaces also provide various control features; but such features do not change the essential algorithmic costs and shall be of no concern here). The irregular scatter problem is the opposite, a large block of size m 0 + . . . + m r−1 + m r + m r+1 + . . . + m p−1 is given at the root and has to be distributed to the processors, so that each processor ends up with a block of size m i units. In the regular problems, all data block sizes m i has the same size. We will refer to m = p i=0 m i as the size of the problem. Algorithms are allowed to collect larger segments of blocks (as the root is required to), but individual blocks m i cannot be split. This assumption excludes pipelining (which cannot benefit the gather and scatter problems, anyway), and is restrictive for the related broadcast problem (that indeed benefits heavily from pipelining for large problems).
Since blocks cannot be split, and each block has to be sent to (gathered) or received from (scattered) the root, it cannot improve the time to solve a problem by sending any block several times through possibly different paths. Best possible communication schemes are therefore trees.
Fact 1: Optimal communication schemes for the (irregular) gather and scatter problems are trees directed to or from the given root processor r.
Note that this includes also stars, in which all non-root processors communicate directly with the root, and (collections of) paths. It is well-known that (when α > 0) optimal schemes for the regular problems are binomial trees. As will be seen, this does not hold for the irregular problems. An obvious lower bound for both gather and scatter problems in a homogeneous communication cost model with the same latency and per unit cost between all processors is α + β( i =r m i ) + γm r since all data block has to be sent from or received at the root from some (or several) processor(s), except for the root's own block for which a local copy cost has to be paid (as is the case for the MPI_Gatherv and MPI_Scatterv operations without the MPI_IN_PLACE option [9, Section 5.5]). The goal of the algorithms to be developed in the following is to come as close as possible to this lower bound, that is to construct trees that incur no waiting times that might increase the β term, or where the root communicates with too many other processors 1. An ordered gather or scatter tree for p = 21 processors rooted at processor r = 9. In a gather operation, the root receives consecutive segments of data blocks from the subtrees from left to right. Whether this structure is optimal depends on the data block sizes m i .
increasing the α term. Let T r be a communication tree for a given gather or scatter problem rooted at r. Let T r1 , . . . T r k be the disjoint subtrees of T r with tree roots r 1 , . . . , r k for some k determined by the algorithm. By the single-ported assumption, the root processor has to receive or send from the subtrees one after the other in some fixed order, say, T r1 , T r2 , . . . , T r k . The total cost at processor r is defined inductively as follows.
The local copy cost for processor r may be paid at first, before any communication takes place, such that cost(T 0 r ) = γ r m r . When r communicates with the ith subtree rooted at processor r i , the additional cost is
where size(T ri ) is the sum of the sizes of the blocks at processor r i , and T i−1 r the tree with i−1 subtrees T r1 , . . . , T ri−1 . That is, before communication between the root processor and the ith child, both have to have completed all previous communication which accounts for the max(cost(T i−1 r ), cost(T ri )) term. After that, the root and the subtree root can transmit the segment of blocks for the subtree, incurring costs according to the placement of the two processes in the communication network and the total size of the segment transmitted.
An algorithm is said to be ordered if all segments of (more than one) data blocks received by any intermediate processor in a tree is from a consecutive segment of ranks,
In an ordered tree algorithm, the subtree roots are necessarily in increasing order, r 1 < . . . < r k . The ordering constraint has the advantage that process local reordering of blocks is entirely avoided. Another way of putting this is that the processor ranks of the nodes in an ordered tree correspond to an inorder traversal of the tree (where subtree roots are numbered just after the immediately smaller subtree; since the trees are not necessarily binary, there are many inorder traversals). This implies that all subtrees in a ordered tree are over a consecutive range of processor ranks [i, j]. An example is shown in Figure 1 .
If the ordering constraint is not imposed, an algorithm is said to be unordered. The subtrees in unordered gather and scatter trees can be over unrestricted, but disjoint subsets of the processors, which can possibly lead to faster gather or scatter trees. To ensure the required rank order at the root processor, and unordered algorithm may have to perform a permutation of the blocks at the root, which can incur an extra cost of γ r m or more. In [13] it was shown that ordered, binomial communication trees can efficiently be found (in a distributed manner) for the special, homogeneous transmission cost model case with γ = β with root processor chosen by the algorithm. The next sections show that such trees, although good, are not necessarily optimal, but that better trees require a large effort to construct. For practical cases, like implementation in MPI libraries, the construction behind Proposition 1 is likely sufficient.
III. POLYNOMIAL TIME ALGORITHMS FOR THE ORDERED PROBLEMS
The crucial observation for all following algorithms and results is the following fact.
Fact 2: An optimal communication tree for an irregular gather or scatter problem consists in a subtree T R rooted at r and a subtree TR rooted at some other processor r ′ with communication between processors r and r ′ , where the sets R andR are a partition of the set of processors {0, . . . , p − 1} that minimizes
where the cost of a singleton tree rooted at processor i is cost(T i ) = γ i m i . The size of a subtree T R is size(T R ) = i∈R m i . This fact simply captures what an optimal, least cost gather or scatter tree must satisfy and how parallelism can be exploited. Namely, to gather the p blocks, the root and some other processor in parallel gather blocks from disjoint subsets of the processors whereafter the non-root sends its gathered blocks to the root. Both processors are fully involved in this communication, from which it follows that the time spent in gathering from the two subsets must be roughly balanced and overall small; furthermore the two subsets must be such that the transmission time is small. It is important to note that process local copy costs γ i m i have been paid by all processors before the communication.
From Fact 2, it seems that all possible partitions of the set of processors into the subsets R andR need to be considered, and for unordered problems, it might indeed be so as Section IV shows. For the ordered problem, the possible trees are constrained, and there are only p − 1 partitions to be considered in Fact 2, namely
where [i, j] denotes a consecutive segment from i to (and including) j. In this case, Fact 2 states that the problem of finding a cost optimal tree has optimal substructure, and can be solved efficiently by dynamic programming. Ordered and unordered trees are shown in Figure 2 .
The dynamic programming equations look as follows. We first assume that all processors locally have to copy their own data block m i into a transmission buffer, and that this is done before any communication. Thus, the cost of singleton trees is γ i m i . We discuss two other variants of local copying below. The size (total size of data blocks) of a tree T Fig. 3 . Dynamic programming equations for constructing optimal gather and scatter trees under a non-homogeneous communication cost model cc ij (m) = α ij + β ij m. Fig. 4 . Additional dynamic programming equations for constructing optimal gather and scatter trees under a non-homogeneous communication cost model cc ij (m) = α i,j + β ij m when the local copy for leaf communication is not necessary. The minimum of Equation (2) and Equations (3) to (5) Figure 4 . Other variations of when the local copy is done can likewise be handled, e.g., doing the local copy just prior to communication (for gather trees), as long as a specific point where the local copy is done is fixed. It is not clear whether a variable, overall best possible point for the local copy can be found with the dynamic programming approach. In a high degree subtree, the local copy could be done before communication with the first subtree, the second subtree, and so forth, and either of these choices could possibly lead to a lowest, overall completion time.
For non-homogeneous communication systems, when two subtrees over a range of processors communicate, it is necessary to consider all possible best rooted trees over the range, since the communication cost from the different roots may differ. For homogeneous systems, where the α and β parameters are the same for all pairs of processors, this is not the case, and it suffices to keep track of the overall best rooted tree for each processor range [i, j] and not the cost for each possible root in [i, j] . This leads to the simplified, dynamic programming equations shown in Figure 5 which find a least cost gather or scatter tree for a best possible root. Since only a best possible root needs to be maintained for each range, this lowers the overall complexity by a factor of p to O(p 3 ), leading to the following theorem.
Theorem 2: Cost-optimal variable degree gather and scatter trees for the irregular gather and scatter problems on p fully connected processors under a linear-time, homogeneous transmission cost model can be computed in O(p 3 ) operations using O(p 2 ) space. We note that by explicitly keeping track of the root chosen for each range [i, j] in a separate, two-dimensional table root[i, j], the computed trees can easily be reconstructed. This is standard dynamic programming technique. For computing a tree rooted at the externally given root r, the equations have to be modified so that communication is always with this root for processor ranges [i, j] with r ∈ [i, j].
Binary (or other fixed-degree trees) are sometimes used for implementing rooted collective operations, that is in addition to gather and scatter, for broadcast and reduction. Dynamic programming can likewise be used to compute optimal binary trees for these problems. For completeness (and because this could be relevant for, e.g., sparse reduction problems) we state the corresponding dynamic programming equations. There are five cases to consider. The root of an ordered, binary tree is either "at the left", "at the right" or somewhere "in the middle", or the root has only one child, either left or right. The simplified equations assuming a homogeneous cost model are shown in Figure 6 . Also here, a best possible root is chosen by the algorithm; it is easy to modify to the case where the root is externally given; here only the last extension step filling in table entry C[0, p − 1] need to be adapted to sending to the fixed root r and choose the best subtrees out of the five possible cases. This gives the following theorem.
Theorem 3: Cost-optimal binary gather and scatter trees for the irregular gather and scatter problems on p fully connected By the same techniques, optimal, ordered trees for broadcast and reduction can likewise be computed. The only difference is that the size for each node in such trees are the same, namely S[i, j] = m for all i ≤ j. Note that the computed trees are special in the sense that the subtrees of any interior nodes span full segments of processors [i, j]. As Section IV will show, not all optimal broadcast trees have this structure. However, this property is useful for reduction operations, where binary reductions operations may have to be performed in processor rank order (unless the operation is commutative); MPI for instance has such constraints.
Theorem 4: Cost-optimal, ordered broadcast and reduction trees on p fully connected processors under a linear-time, nonhomogeneous transmission cost model can be computed in O(p 4 ) operations and O(p 3 ) space (respectively O(p 3 ) time and O(p 2 ) space under homogeneous costs). The dynamic programming algorithms are hardly practically relevant, unless trees can be precomputed and used in persistent communications (which makes sense only if the same gather or scatter problem has to solved many times) or unless problems are so large that m is Ω(p 4 ) (or Ω(p 3 )) and actual communication time offsets the tree construction time. There is therefore room for improving (and parallelizing) the algorithms, or finding constructions that yield good but perhaps not optimal gather and scatter trees. We address this in Section V.
IV. HARDNESS OF THE UNORDERED PROBLEMS
The ordered and unordered gather and scatter problems are apparently quite different. The following claims show that the unordered problems are hard.
Theorem 5: The broadcast problem in the nonhomogeneous, fully-connected, one-ported, linear transmission cost model is NP-hard. This is a simple observation and reduction from the Minimum Broadcast Time problem, see [7, ND49] and [11] . The Minimum Broadcast Time problem is, for a given unweighted, undirected graph G and root vertex u to find the minimum number of communication rounds required to broadcast a unit size message from u to all other vertices in G, where in each communication round, a vertex can send a message to some other vertex along an edge of G. We take α uv = 1 for all edges uv of G, and α u ′ v ′ = ∞ for edges u ′ v ′ not in G, m = 1 and all β uv = 1. An optimal broadcast tree in the nonhomogeneous cost model would likewise be a solution to the Minimum Broadcast Time problem as well, and vice versa.
More interestingly, also in the homogeneous model, the unordered problems remain hard, as the next theorem shows. We work out the details in the proof.
Theorem 6: The unordered gather problem in the homogeneous, fully connected, one-ported, linear transmission cost model is NP-hard.
Proof: The claim is by reduction from the PARTITION problem [7, SP12] .
An instance of the PARTITION problem is a set of positive integers, m i , i = 0, . . . , p − 1, m i > 0 with m = p−1 i=0 even. The problem is to determine whether there is a subset R of {0, . . . , p − 1} with i∈R m i = m/2. The problem is trivial if there is some m i with m i ≥ m/2, so we assume that for all m i , m i < m/2. For any subset R of {0, . . . , p − 1} we let R be {0, . . . , p − 1} \ R.
For the cost model we take γ = β = 1, meaning that there is a copy cost for each processor for its own data block. This copy is done before the gather operation starts, by all processors in parallel. We consider gather algorithms where the root processor is chosen by the algorithm. By Proposition 1 we know that gather/scatter trees with cost ⌈log 2 p⌉α + The claim is that there is a solution to the PARTITION instance with partition into subsets R andR if and only if the optimal, lowest cost gather tree has cost 2m + 2 + 2α. Furthermore, this optimal cost gather tree has the structure shown in Figure 7 . Recall the optimality criterion of Fact 2, which states that the cost of a gather tree is determined by the most expensive of two subtrees plus the cost of communication between two subtrees.
For the "if" part, first assume that R,R is a solution to the PARTITION instance. Let R be the subset with the smallest number of elements which is at most p/2 such that p/2 + ⌈log 2 |R|⌉ < p. By Proposition 1, an optimal gather tree for this subset has cost at most ⌈log 2 |R|⌉α + i∈R m ′ i = ⌈log 2 |R|⌉α + i∈R (m i + α) = ⌈log 2 |R|⌉α + |R|α + i∈R m i = ⌈log 2 |R|⌉α + |R|α + m/2 which is smaller than the cost γm ′ p+1 = m/2 + 1 of copying the large block at processor p+ 1. The two subtrees can therefore be constructed concurrently, and the blocks from the subtree over R sent to processor p + 1, incurring an extra term α + m/2 + |R|α in the cost. The remaining elements inR must be gathered to processor p in two steps. Since ⌈log 2 |R|⌉α + i∈|R| m ′ i = ⌈log 2 |R|⌉α + m/2 > m p = m/2, a single step is not enough (the tree would not be optimal according to the criterion of Fact 2), but the total cost of the tree rooted at p of m+|R|α+2α is still small enough that this can be constructed concurrently with the tree over R sending to root processor p+1. Finally, the data for the subtree rooted at processor p are sent to processor p+1 at cost α+m/2+|R|α+m/2 for a total cost of m/2 + 1 + α + |R|α + m/2 + α + m/2 + |R|α + m/2 = 2m + 2 + 2α as claimed.
For the "only if" part, we argue that any other tree has cost larger than 2m+2+2α. Therefore, if there is no solution to the PARTITION instance, the optimal gather tree has a different structure than shown in Figure 7 and a larger cost. First, assume that i∈R m i > m/2. In that case, building a tree over R would cost more than m p+1 (since each m i ≥ 1), and an optimal tree rooted at p + 1 would therefore have to receive from at least two subtrees, incurring two transmissions at total cost at least 2α+ i∈R m ′ i . Receiving from processor p incurs another transmission at cost at least α + m/2 + i∈R m ′ i , and therefore the total cost is more than 2m+2+2α. If on the other hand i∈R m i < m/2, it would be that i∈R m i > m/2 and a single subtree rooted at processor p would have cost larger than m p+1 +α+ i∈R m ′ i and would therefore not be optimal. Therefore, processor p+1 would have to receive the remaining elementsR ∪ {p} in at least two extra receive operations, and again the total cost would be larger than 2m + 2 + 2α.
Only two other possibilities for the optimal gather tree remain. The critical one is shown in Figure 8 where the root processor p + 1 gathers the data block m ′ p followed by the elements in {0, . . . , p − 1}. Since for these elements i∈{0,...,p−1} m ′ i = m + 1 by the choice of α, the cost of an optimal gather tree over all these elements is larger than m+1+α as follows from Lemma 1 stated below. Therefore an optimal tree rooted at p + 1 which first receives block m p and subsequently all elements of the PARTITION instance would cost more than 2m + 2 + 2α. The final possibility is that the root processor is one of the elements {0, . . . , p−1} and finally receives the blocks m ′ p and m ′ p (in one or two transmission operations). Again by Lemma 1, this would take at least three transmissions for a total cost larger than 2m + 2 + 2α.
Thus, if there is no solution to the given PARTITION instance, the cost of an optimal gather tree is larger than 2m + 2 + 2α, as claimed. ✷ For the proof, the following, simple structural lemma was needed.
Lemma 1: Let m i be the elements of a non-trivial PAR-TITION instance. Any optimal gather tree has at least two children and cost at least 2α + m in a system with cost γ = β = 1 and α > 0.
Proof: Assume that some processor r ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1} is chosen as root in an optimal tree. Since the problem instance is non-trivial, m r < m/2, and i=0,...,r−1,r+1,...p−1 m i > m/2, therefore r must receive the remaining elements from at least two subtrees (otherwise the tree at r would not be optimal according to Fact 2). The cost is at least 2α + m. ✷ In the proof above, we chose α < 1 with pα = 1. The proof can easily be adopted for the case where only integer costs are allowed for the model parameters α, β, γ. Simply choose α = 1, and construct the gather problem with m
The claim is that an optimal gather tree has cost 2pm + 2p + 2 if an only if there is a solution to the PARTITION instance given by the m i elements.
As an example, consider the PARTITION instance m i = [2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 6, 6 , 13] with p = 10 and m = 48. This instance has a solution with R being the elements [3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 6, 6] , and the input to the unordered gather tree construction would result in a tree of cost 982 = 2 × 10 × 48 + 2 × 10 + 2. However, considered as an ordered problem [2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 6, 6, 13] with two extra elements m p = pm/2 = 240 and m p+1 = pm/2 + p = 250 leads to a solution of cost 983 corresponding to one extra subtree. Thus, relaxing the ordering constraint can lead to slightly better solutions, but finding the better tree is an NP-hard problem as Theorem 6 states.
V. RELATIVE QUALITY OF GATHER TREES
Since the cost of computing optimal gather and scatter trees are high, it makes sense to compare the communication costs of optimal trees to the communication costs of other types of trees can be less expensively constructed. Such a comparison can also throw light on the performance (problems) with simple constructions often used in communication interfaces like, e.g., MPI. For this comparison, we now focus the irregular gather problems; scatter trees will have the same costs.
We have implemented the dynamic programming algorithms for constructing ordered, varying degree trees as well as ordered, binary trees for homogeneous communication networks. In addition, we build simple, linear-latency, star-shaped communication trees, in which processors send directly to the root processor one after the other, as well as standard, rank-ordered binomial trees. These trees (linear and binomial) are problem-oblivious in the sense that the structure of the communication tree is determined solely by p, the number of processors, and by not the problem block sizes m i . In addition, and this is interesting, we have implemented a recent algorithm for constructing problem (size and distribution) aware binomial trees [13] in a distributed manner, which is the algorithm behind Proposition 1. We call these trees (problem) adaptive. The algorithm constructs a binomially structured tree that avoids waiting times by always letting the root of the faster tree (smaller weight) send its data to the root of an adjacent tree with higher completion time cost. We are interested in seeing how the adaptive algorithms fare, in particular, how far the problem-adaptive binomial tree construction is from the optimal, ordered algorithms. If not far, there is no reason to spend O(p 3 ) operations (offline) in precomputing an optimal, ordered tree for a given gather problem; if far, it would make sense to look for good, parallel algorithms for computing the optimal gather and scatter trees. All algorithms solve the ordered gather problems, and all trees are rank ordered as explained.
The constructions are done offline, and we only calculate the model costs for homogeneous networks with chosen α, β, γ parameters. The completion times computed and shown below are model costs, and not results from actual executions on any real, parallel computing system (the problem-aware, adaptive, binomial tree algorithm has been implemented in and for MPI, evaluated on several real systems, and shown to perform well in comparison to problem oblivious trees [13] ). In all implementations, the processors all perform their local copy of their block at cost γm i prior to any communication.
Concretely, we evaluate the trees constructed by the following algorithms; the implementations used to generate the trees and compute the costs are available at par.tuwien.ac.at/Downloads/TUWMPI/.
• Linear: Linear, star-shaped gather algorithm; this construction takes O(p) steps to compute for an externally given, fixed root r.
• Binary: Optimal cost binary tree computed by dynamic programming as stated in Theorem 3.
• Oblivious: Standard, problem-oblivious, rank-ordered binomial tree. This can be computed in O(p) steps for an externally given, fixed root r.
• Adaptive: Problem-aware, adaptive binomial tree constructed by the algorithm of [13] with the properties described in Proposition 1. Since the constructed tree is binomial, the root has ⌈log 2 p⌉ children, but otherwise there are no waiting times and the total time of solving the problem is therefore ⌈log 2 p⌉α + β i =r m i + γm r when the root r is chosen by the algorithm. Also this construction takes O(p) steps for an externally given, fixed root r.
• Optimal: Optimal, variable degree gather tree computed by the dynamic programming algorithm as stated in Theorem 2 in O(p 3 ) steps.
For all algorithms, we have variants where a fixed gather root r is externally given (as in the MPI_Gatherv operation), and where a best possible root is chosen by the algorithm. We run both variants in our experiments; it is interesting to see how negatively a fixed root affects the gather times. We have experimented with the same distributions of data block sizes m i to the processors as in [13] plus a few additional ones. Let b, b > 0 be a chosen, average block size. The problems to be solved have the following distributions of data block sizes.
• Same: For processor i, m i = b.
• Random: Each m i is chosen uniformly at random in the range [1, 2b] . • Random, decreasing: As random, but the m i are ordered decreasingly.
• Random, increasing: As random, but the m i are ordered increasingly.
• Spikes: Each m i is either ρb, ρ > 1 or 1, chosen randomly with probability 1/ρ for each processor i. The problems are so defined that the total problem size m = p−1 i=0 m i is roughly the same, except for the last, two blocks problem. The Same sized problem can serve as a sanity check, since the costs of optimal trees are known analytically for this case. For the other problem distributions we look at variants where the data block sizes are not sorted and variants where the data blocks are in either increasing or decreasing order over the processors. This in order to test the heuristic proposed in [12] which suggests to sort data blocks in decreasing order prior to construction of the gather tree. We can investigate whether this make any difference when trees are constructed in either of these orders.
We have computed the communication time costs of the trees in the linear transmission cost model with p = 2000 processors and different values for α, β and γ, that is for fully connected systems with homogeneous transmission costs. In all cases, the externally given root r is chosen as the processor in the middle, r = ⌊p/2⌋ (as in [13] ).
We give results for small problems with b = 1 and larger problems with b = 1000 units, and take the cost per unit as β = 1. The parameter for the spiked and skewed distributions has been taken as ρ = 2. We look at the zero latency case, α = 0, the low latency case with α = 1 and the high latency case with α = 1000. We look at both the case with local copy costs and take γ = β and the case with no local copy costs with γ = 0.
Results are shown in Tables I to V. The first line for each data block distribution is the costs of a tree with the externally given root r = ⌊p/2⌋, while the second line gives the best possible cost with a root chosen by the algorithm; the chosen root is given in brackets, and always differ from the imposed root r.
Results are not as interesting as expected. Put positively, the problem-dependent, adaptive binomial tree construction fares surprisingly well compared to the expensive, optimal constructions.
The results for a system with no latency, α = 0, are given in Table I . With no latency, the linear algorithms where data blocks are just sent to the root one after the other are optimal; this gives a sanity check for the optimal algorithms which in all cases compute trees with the same cost. It is noticeable that even in the case of no network latency, the binary trees can incur a large, algorithmic latency, since the root may have to wait for subtrees to have gathered their data blocks. The binary trees are almost a factor of two off from optimal. This performance is similar also in the presence of network latency, α > 0, and clearly shows why binary trees are not attractive for gather and scatter operations. With the fixed, externally given root, the binomial trees, both oblivious and adaptive, can also incur latencies; but when the root is chosen by the algorithm, optimal cost trees exist. This is particularly noticeable for the various Skewed distribution, which force large data blocks to travel along paths of length O(⌊log 2 p⌋) and incur a corresponding waiting time at the root. The expensive, dynamic programming algorithm finds, as Theorem 2 states, trees of optimal cost, namely as the linear, star-shaped tree.
The results for a system with low latency, α = 1, are given in Tables II and III , both with local copy costs and with no local costs, γ = 0, 1. In the presence of latency, the linear algorithm is no longer optimal since it pays at least (p − 1)α time units for the communication, and this becomes more and more prominent as the latency increases, see also Tables IV and V. For the Same sized problems binomial trees are known to be optimal, and as can be seen the dynamic programming algorithms produce trees of the same cost.
Worse results are found by both binomial tree algorithms for the Random, increasing distributions. Although small (one α), the difference for the optimal construction between the Random and the sorted Random, increasing and Random, decreasing distributions is noteworthy. It shows that ordered trees are not necessarily optimal; if the algorithm is allowed to order processors in the subtrees, slightly better trees can be found. But as Section IV shows, allowing reordering makes it NP-hard to find such optimal trees.
The results for a system with high latency, α = 1000, are given in Tables IV and V. These results confirm the above discussion, but the differences are less marked: with high latency, even a few extra receive operations at the root come at considerable cost, and all algorithms, except of course the linear star-tree, in different ways, seek to reduce/control latencies. As can be seen from the Random distributions, there is some advantage to presenting the problems in sorted order, especially for the binomial trees. The optimal construction is not very sensitive to the sorting of the m i data blocks. With the Skewed, first and Skewed, last problems there is a significant difference between the cases where a root is given and where it is chosen by the algorithm. Table V again shows, for the Random distribution that changing the order of the processors in the subtrees can lead to slightly better trees. There is indeed a (small) difference between the ordered and the unordered gather/scatter tree problems.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS We defined ordered and unordered variants of the irregular gather and scatter collective communication problems, and showed that there is a difference between those problems: Cost optimal, minimal communication time trees can be computed in polynomial time for the ordered variants, whereas the unordered variants are NP-hard. We implemented the dynamic programming algorithms, as well as other algorithms for computing trees fast (online), and used these implementations to compare the quality of the computed trees for a number of different (realistic?) problem data block distributions. Based on these experiments, it seems that a simple, problem-dependent, adaptive binomial tree construction can compute trees fast that are very close to the optimum trees and probably sufficient for all practical purposes. We would like, nevertheless, to continue this experimental study, and find problems where the differences between these algorithms may be more significant; possibly for non-homogeneous networks. Our dynamic programming code is freely available.
Our communication model was a fully connected, singleported albeit non-homogeneous network with optional local copy costs. Since there is not much computation to overlap in the gather and scatter communication problems, this may be an accurate enough approximation for these problems. It would possibly be relevant to extend the results to k-ported networks where a processor can be involved in k simultaneous message transmissions. We think the dynamic programming approach to the ordered problems will work also in this case, but the polynomial cost may be higher. Whether the approach works for LogP -like models [4] is at this moment not clear. We discussed variants of when local copying takes place, either before the communication starts, or just before or after communication with the parent. These two variants can be combined and a best choice made, but the dynamic programming formulation would become more complex and expensive. It is not clear whether the problem where the local copy is allowed at any time (in order to hide waiting times incurred by slow subtrees) can also be solved in polynomial time.
